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with the shrunken iPod variant selling one million units in just a little over two weeks. The Nano’s launch also pushed Apple to then-record billion-dollar profits in 2005. Put simply ...
Remembering Apple's 5 Best iPod Models
A recently leaked photo purportedly shows Apple's seventh-generation iPod nano with a camera hole, though the report remains unverified. Apple's black 160GB iPod classic was the fifth best selling ...
iPod nano
Replacing the iPod mini, the iPod nano is one of Apple's most interesting iPods because of the many major design iterations that it saw over the years. Apple started out with a slim, aluminum ...
RIP iPod: A Look Back at Apple's Iconic Music Player Over the Years
Now, Apple has announced it's discontinued the iPod ... iPod Mini (two generations, 2004-2005) - iPod Nano (seven generations, 2005-2012) - iPod Shuffle (four generations, 2005-2010) - iPod ...
Apple discontinues the iPod after 20 years
Apple's own namesake music streaming service didn ... One of the final novel iterations of the iPod -- the classic watch strap iPod nano combo-- was given the boot by a device that effectively ...
Why Apple Is Killing The iPod Touch Forever
That was followed by the 3.6-ounce iPod Mini in 2004, the iPod Shuffle and the iPod Nano in 2005 and the iPod ... the iPod was the bestselling product in Apple’s history. In April 2007, the ...
Apple Discontinuing iPod After More Than 20 Years
Apple dropped the iPod classic in 2014, and scrapped both the iPod nano and iPod shuffle in 2017. Even so, it's a sad moment that closes a vital 20-year chapter in Apple's history. The company ...
Apple discontinues its last iPod
The iPod Nano is part of Apple's line of personal music players. The Nano is a smaller model than the iPod Classic or Touch, but it does share some design similarities with these larger models.
Broken Backlight on an iPod Nano
Apple announced Tuesday that the iPod Touch will join the Classic, Mini, Nano, and Shuffle in the iPod graveyard.
RIP, iPod Touch, the last remaining iPod
iPod Nano. CREDIT: Miquel Benitez/Getty Images Greg ... as its previous model due to an A10 Fusion chip. According to Apple’s website, “The A10 Fusion chip brings up to twice the performance ...
Apple announces plans to discontinue the iPod
(WIRED)-- Apple's decision to not include a camera in the ... That Apple included a video camera inside the iPod Nano makes this more inexplicable still -- the Apple of today is clearly happy ...
A tale of two iPods: Why the Touch has no camera
ABOVE: Customers try out a new Apple iPod Nano at an Apple store in Palo Alto ... spoke during a launch event for Apple’s music download service, iTunes, in Tokyo in August 2005.
The history of the iPod
Aside from the Touch, versions included the iPod mini, iPod Nano, and iPod Shuffle ... Greg Joswiak, Apple’s senior vice-president of worldwide marketing, said the “spirit of iPod lives ...
‘The spirit lives on’: Apple to discontinue the iPod after 21 years
iPod nano, and Apple's various MacBook computers. chief equities analyst Brian Sozzi in a recent phone interview. "It's Apple's way of saying we're still a premium experience. Let some of the ...
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